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Abstract-The ml] loss priority (CLP) bit in the header of the
ATM cell may be used either by the network to tag noncompliant
cells, or by the application to declare two levels of quality-of-
service (QoS) within the same virtual circuit (VC). In thk paper,
we study the possibllit y of the use of tlds blt by the application
alone. An application can offer two types of traffic streams to the
network, namely, a precious traffic stream (with stringent QoS
requirements, e.g., cell loss ratio (CLR) < 10’” and identified by
the CLP bit = O) and a less preeious stream (CLP = 1 and less
stringent QoS requirements, e.g., CLR < 10-’). We study the
performance of an ATM multiplexer w“th two traffic classes with
different QoS requirements. Tbe buffer priority schemes adopted
am partial buffer sharing (PBS) and PBS + push-out (PO). We
first obtain the enghwring trade-off curves, between CLP = O
and CLP = 1 traftlc. To identify an operating point, we formulate
a revenue optimization problem in which the constraints are the
engineering trade-off cuwe and a simple model of the variation
of CLP = 1 demand with its price.

1, INTRODUCTION

T HE CELL loss priority (CLP) capability was originally
introduced in ATM networks for the purpose of conges-

tion control. Specificallyy, this capability uses the CLP bit in
the ATM cell header to differentiate between two types of

traffic. Its first goal was to allow the network to tag any cell

(i e.. change a CLP bit from O to I ) that was considered as
noncompliant by the usage parameter control (UPC)/network
parameter control (NPC) function (i.e., the policing function)
implemented at the user network interface (UNI)/network-to-
network interface (NNI) interface by the network operator.
The network was then supposed to discard these tagged cells
(i.e., CLP = 1) first in case of congestion. A second use of
this capability was soon recognized in that it could allow
applications to declare two types of traffic with different
quality-of-service (QoS) constraints (mostly in terms of cell
loss ratio (CLR )], namely the precious (high priority) traffic
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with CLP = O and the less precious (low priority) traffic with
CLP = 1, within the same virtual circuit (VC). The problem
is that these two possible ways of using the CLP capability

(one giving more flexibility to the network in terms of access

and congestion control and the other more flexibility to the

application in what QoS could be asked from the network) do
not coexist well, since an application does not want to take the
burden to differentiate between its precious and less precious
cells if this characteristic can be altered by the network—thus
leaving the receiving end of the application with no certainty
about the real status of a cell. Tbe ITU-T recognized this

ambiguity and no longer allows simultaneous use of the CLP
capability by both the network and the applications; however,

either usage is possible by itself [8].
We investigate the use of the CLP bit to allow the ap-

plication to send through an ATM network, within the same
VC, two traffic classes that have different CLR requirements.
We are interested in the gain in network revenue that could
be obtained by using the CLP capability “optimally” (i.e.,
choosing an appropriate operating point and performing the
right dimensioning) within the network as compared with the

case where the application is not offered the CLP capability.

In this paper, we tackle the problem in two stages. Firstly,
we address the problem of joint traffic engineering of the
network for CLP = O and CLP = 1 traffic; i.e., for each level
of CLP = O load, we find the maximum CLP = I load that can
be handled so that the QoS requirements of each traffic type are
met, Secondly, we propose a linear revenue function, and then,
under the constraint of a simple demand versus price function
for CLP = 1 traffic, we obtain the point on the engineering

trade-off curve at which the network should operate in order
to maximize its revenue.

We are concerned in this paper with the situation in which

applications are permitted to request different QoS for two
ceil streams within the same VC. These cell streams are
distinguished by the value of the CLP bit. The use of the
CLP capability by applications is not transparent from a
network standpoint since it requires the implementation within

the network of selective cell discarding schemes for giving
priority to the precious cells (CLP = O cells) in case of

congestion. Since the two classes of traffic are being offered
by an application on the same VC, cell sequentiality should
be preserved, implying the use of nonspatial priority schemes.
Note that. if an application chooses to achieve differential QoS
through multiple VC’S, cell sequentiality will not be preserved
across the traffic on the different VC’s.
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We have chosen to work with two selective discarding

schemes, the first one is the partial buffer sharing (PBS)

scheme, and the second one is a combination of PBS with
another well-known scheme called push-out (PO) [9]. These
schemes are described below:

1) Partial Buffer Sharing (PBS): An incoming CLP = 1
cell is dropped if the queue length it sees is greater than
or equal to a threshold, say K1. On the other hand, a

CLP = O cell is accepted as long as the queue length

is less than K, the total buffer size. Otherwise, the cells

are served on a first-in first-out (FIFO) basis to preserve
sequentiality.

2) Push-Out fPOj: A CLP = 1 cell may be accepted
irrespective of the queue length it sees. However, if a
CLP = O cell arrives and sees that the buffer is full,
it pushes out the last CLP = 1 cell in the buffer, thus

creating a slot for itself. A very important feature is that

when a cell gets pushed out, its place is taken by the

next cell in the queue, and so on, till the last slot in the

buffer is freed so that the incoming CLP = O cell can
take this slot. This is necessary for the preservation of
order among the cells that finally get served.

3) PBS + PO: An arriving CLP = 1 cell is admitted only
if the queue length is less than the threshold ~1. In
addition to this, a CLP = 1 cell is pushed out if a CLP =
O cell arrives and sees the buffer full.

We study the performance of an ATM buffer with the above

selective discarding schemes and a discrete-time traffic model

comprising the superposition of N independent and identical
cell arrival processes, each of which is a two-state Markov

modulated Bernoulli process (MMBP). In the most general
form of the model, both CLP = O and CLP = 1 cells can

arrive in either phase of the modulating Markov process. The
model can be taken to represent an ATM multiplexer with N

input links or an output queue of an N-port output queueing

switch.
There is a large amount of literature on the performance

analysis of ATM multiplexer. We list here some representative
references. In [12], approximation techniques for packet loss

in finite-buffered voice multiplexer are discussed. In [1],

the loss performance of an ATM multiplexer loaded with
bursty sources is analyzed. The steady state analysis of the
MMPP/G/l/K queue is dealt with in [2]. In [3], the buffer

loss in the case of a finite capacity N/G/l has been analyzed.

The performance of a statistical multiplexer for multi-class

fluid sources is studied in [6]. In [9], the priority schemes
such as PBS and PO have been proposed and the analysis has
been carried out for Poisson arrivals and general service-time

distributions. In [10], the analysis for the PBS scheme with a
superposition of N MMBPs has been carried out.

Our work differs from the above primarily in the use of

the CLP bit for carrying differential QoS traffic, joint traffic

engineering for CLP = O and CLP = 1 traffic, and an objective

of revenue maximization. Further, we have introduced the
PBS + PO scheme. Throughout our study, the CLP = O traffic

is precious (i.e., CLh s FO), and is assumed to have been
subjected to admission control procedures so that its traffic

parameters are known to the network, whereas with respect to

the CLP = 1 (less precious) traffic we can have one of the

following situations:

1) (SJa): uncontrolled (implying that nothing is known
about these cells, all the offered traffic of this class is
accepted by the network, no effort is made to police
these cells) and with no QoS (NQoS) requirement.

2) (S2a): controlled and NQoS (thus we control this traffic

only for the sake of CLP = O traffic or from a revenue

point of view); in this case, the CLP = I traffic too has
known parameters.

3) (S2b): controlled with CLRI < CI.

We want to compare situations (S 1a), (S2a), and (S2b) under
the two schemes: PBS and PBS + PO. For the situation (S2b)
and each of PBS and PBS + PO, we obtain traffic engineering
curves that bound the region of CLP = O and CLP = 1 loads

that can be handled so that each meets its CLR requirements.

Furthermore, defining p. (respectively pl ) as the offered

load of CLP = O (respectively CLP = 1) traffic, and V.

(respectively -yI ) as the carried load of CLP = O (respectively
CLP = 1) traffic, we propose R(70, TI ) = a-y. + b-yl with a > b

as the network revenue function. Then, using a simple “power-
law” form of the demand versus price function for CLP =
1 traffic, we formulate the problem of choice of network
operating point (carried traffic mix and pricing for CLP =
1 service) as a constrained revenue maximization problem.

Related recent research in the area of engineering and
economics of telecommunication networks is that of Cocchi

et al. [5], and Low and Varaiya [11]. Cocchi et al. consider
a model in which a network carries several types of services

(or applications, e.g., with reference to the Internet, ftp, telnet,
email, and packet voice). Depending on the quality of service
received by the packets of a service, that service yields a

certain level of satisfaction for which the network can charge

a price (e.g., the satisfaction provided by an ftp service varies
directly with the throughput, whereas, for a voice call the user
satisfaction depends on the frequency of packet loss and the

packet jitter). The packet switches in the network provide a
high priority and a low priority packet transport. The authors

show that appropriate differential pricing of high and low

priority packet transport service by the network causes the
users to select the network transport for their applications
in such a way that the network operates at an efficient

operating point at which the total satisfaction is maximized.

Users of services that can tolerate poorer QoS choose the
lower quality of packet transport and thus pay less, while

leaving resources for higher QoS service users who choose
high quality transport, and pay more for it. Differential pricing
is also a basic premise in our work, as we are interested in

studying pricing of CLP = O and CLP = 1 cell transport, with
CLP = O being offered priority transport in the multiplexer.

Low and Varaiya [11] consider a multiservice network

carrying average rate and burstiness controlled fluid sources

(e.g., leaky bucket controlled sources). Each network link
has bandwidth and buffer resources which are partitioned

between the sessions carried on that link. Each class of traffic

(characterized by a route, and average rate and burstiness
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parameters) has an aggregate demand (arrival rate) that de-
pends on the price that the network charges for that service;
the demand versus price function is negative exponential in
the price. The authors consider a linear revenue function, a
user surplus formulation. and pose the problem of maximum
overall welfare (defined as “network revenue + user surplus”),

subject to the demand and capacity constraints. A decentralised

algorithm, in the form of a game between the users and the

network, is developed tt~ achieve the optimal operating point

(carned load. resource allocations, and prices).
Our work reported in this paper is similar in spirit to [11].

Unlike the simpler partitioning approach of [ I I], however,
we study in detail the multi service resource sharing problem,
albeit for a simple “network.” namely. an ATM multiplexer.
This yields the CLP = O versus CLP = I rraf/ic engineering

curves in Section 11,Furthermore. we use a convex decreasing

“power law”’ demand versus price function, and study the

problem from the network operator’s point of view, by seeking
an operating point that maximizes a linear revenue function,

The outline (>t’this paper is as follows. In Section II, we
present and discuss some numerical results for traffic engi-
neering with CI.P = O and CLP = I traffic. In Section III, we
formulate a revenue maximization problem, and present some
results. Section IV contains our conclusions. The Appendixes

contain a detailed description of our traffic model as well as the
performance analysis of the PBS and the PBS + PO schemes

under the assumed traffic model.

11. TRAFFIC ENGINEERING WITH

CLP = O AND CLP = I TRAFFIC

We first compare the two selective discarding schemes
we have studied, namely PBS and PBS + PO. We use K1

to denote the threshold for accepting CLP = I traffic, and
K ~ k,, the overall buffer size. Further, we assume that the

multiplexer has Y input links, each of which carries a cell
stream, comprising both CLP = O and CLP = 1 cells. Details
of the stochastic model for the arrival process are provided in
Appendix A.

Each arrival stream is a two-phase MMBP. Each stream has
a Phase I whose length is geometrically distributed with mean
1, and a Phase O whose length is geometrically distributed with
mean ,S. During Phase 1, cells arrive in a Bernoulli process of
rate p] and a fraction al of these are CLP = O cells. During
Phase O. cells arrive in a Bernoulli process of rate ~~()and a

fraction o,) of these are CLP = O cells.
Given all the above parameters, the total offered load of the

two classes (over N lines) can be computed from

(I.p 1 (7 L + Sp,,(r,) .\,
[),) =

I, + .S )

(

1.)), + s]),,
/), =

1,+s )
– ~J(, ,}’.

While the analysis is general, in many of our numerical
results we assume that the CLP = O traffic is bursty (modeled
by mu = O, i.e., no CLP = O cell arrivals in Phase O), and
CLP = I traffic is smooth, which is modeled by pl ( 1 – al ) =
p,l(l – r,)) (= po. for ffl, = O).

-4.5 1 1 I 1 1 , 1
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~ K##jb
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,,.

-8 -
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Fig 1. P1OIof l{Ix(C’LRLI versus (I1. the total offerwl CLP = I load.
under PBS (case u) and PBS + PO (caie h) for .\ = b. Ii = 1,?b.
L = 40. .S = 100I). and (I,, = () 0923

The analyses for PBS and PBS + PO, with the arrival

process described above, are presented in Appendixes B and
C. Turning first to the comparison of the two selective cell
discarding schemes, we observe that for small values of K]
and large ( K – K1 )/!V, itis very likely that an accepted
CLP = 1 cell is transmitted before the buffer overflows; hence,
PBS and PBS + PO can be expected to be very close in
performance. This is demonstrated in Fig. 1, where K = 12X
and N = 6, and, for fixed /J(~= 0.0923 we plot IOX(C’I,R~l)
versus pl. the total offered CLP = I load, with PBS and PBS
+ PO for values of K, = 40.80, and 100. When K, = 100,

however, PBS + PO is seen to yield substantially smaller
C’I,RO than PBS.

Most of our numerical results [Figs. 1, 2, 3, 5. 6, 7. and
Table I(i)] are for the case 1, = 10. .S = 1{)00. .V = 6, of, = [).
and pl ( 1 — 01 ) = p. yielding ()~1= 0.f)92T~.~)1 = [;I/(). and
p, = ,V{)+plOl = p] /fj+().4. The value ~~1,= ().0!}23 has been

chosen as follows. We find that with p I = () (or, equivalently,
with KI = 0), for CI,R.l) = lo-~}. the admissible offered total

CLP = O load is On = 0. f)96. With this much CLP = O offered
load, even if we make K1 = 1. C’1.ROexceeds 1f)-v. Hence,
in order to permit some CLP = 1 traffic to be carried, we
work with p. = 0.0!) 23,

The above comparison between PBS and PBS + PO has
interesting implications when we later discuss the optimal
operating points for the network. If the operating point is
such that the earned CLP = I traffic is small, then K1 is
small (for a given [’1.R I ) and the two schemes viz. PBS and
PBS + PO are indistinguishable, whereas, if the operating
point chosen is such that substantial CLP = I traffic needs
to be carried, then Kl is large for the given C’I.R 1, and it
may seem advantageous to use PBS + PO. In the numerical
results to follow, several other examples of PBS and PBS +
PO comparisons are provided.

For engineering the network, we can consider two possible

scenarios: CLP = 1 traffic is uncontrolled or controlled. By
uncontrolled, we mean that the parameters of this traffic class
are unknown and we should, therefore, dimension the network
such that the (’I, RC,contract is met even if the CLP = I traffic
is flooding the network. In our arrival process model. this is
represented by cells arriving on all input links, on all slots.
Thus, in each arrival stream, CLP = O cells arrive only during
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Fig. 2. Plot of maximum I{] for given CLP = 1 load such that
CLRO <10-9 with {m = 0.0!323. .Y = G. L = 40. S = 1000. and
1( = 12s.

Phase 1 of the MMBP process, whereas CLP = 1 cells arrive
in all other slots, i.e., the MMBP parameters are pl = p. = 1
and O. = O. If we can choose K1 >0 such that CLRO < 10–9
even under these worst-case condhions, we can afford to admit
all the offered CLP = 1 traffic into the network (although, of

course, not all of it will be carried).
We now show the necessity to control CLP = 1 traffic.

The CLP = 1 traffic may need to be controlled to guarantee
CLG while accepting substantial CLP = 1 traffic. Indeed,
with worst case CLP = 1 load, we may not be able to find
K1 >0 such that CLRO ~ E.. Even if we can find such a
K1 >0, assuming worst case CLP = 1 load forces us to make
a conservative choice for K1 which leads usually to a poor
QoS for the CLP = 1 cells, or insignificant CLP = 1 carried
load.

This point is clear from Fig. 2 where we plot, for fixed
CLP = O load, the maximum value K1 can take for each
CLP = 1 load such that CLM <10-9. Observe from Fig. 2
that if we do not control CLP = 1 traffic, we are forced to
choose K1 = 10. On the other hand, if the offered CLP = 1
load were as small as 0.3 or so, and knowing this, we decide
to control CLP = 1 traffic to a maximum load of 0.3, then
we can afford a K1 = 23. The important assumption is that
we can control the CLP = 1 traffic pe~ectly to ensure a load

of less than or equal to 0.3. ‘l%e advantage of this larger K1
together with controlled CLP = 1 traffic can be seen from
Fig. 3, where we plot lo,g(CLR1 ) versus the offered CLP =
1 load, pl, for the uncontrolled case (i.e., K1 chosen with the
assumption of worst case CLP = 1 traffic) and controlled case
(i.e., K’l chosen for each PI assuming the CLP = 1 traffic is
exactly controlled to pl ); the parameters are the same as in
Fig. 2. Fig. 3 shows that when we control CLP = 1 traffic,
we can use a higher K1, and thus a CLR1 of 10–4 can be

achieved for a CLP = 1 load of about 0.3, whereas, with
K1 = 10 (the value for uncontrolled CLP = 1 traffic), CLR1
is worse than 10-4 even for CLP = 1 loads smaller than
0.3.

Note that we do not always obtain a value of K1 even
as modest as ten, when the network is dimensioned for
uncontrolled CLP = 1 traffic. For instance, in Fig. 4, we have
plotted, for a different set of traffic parameters, log(CLRl )
versus pl (the total offered CLP = 1 load) for the system

-4

-5

J.mg(C.LR,) -6

-7

I-8 ;

1

-9

-lo
-11 L I

o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 t2 1.4
p,, totalotTer.4CLP= 1 Load]

Fig. 3. Plot of log(CLR I ) versus PI the total offered CLP = 1 load for
.Y = 6,1( = 128. -L = 40.S = 1000. CLRO < 10-9 and p. = 0.0!32.3.
(1) Iil = 10 (CLP = 1 load uncontrolled). PBS, PBS + PO. (2) 1( I chosen
for the CLP = 1 load controlled at J,l : (2a) PBS and (2b) PBS + PO.

-!FLog(CLR, }2.5

I
-3.5

-4
p

/ 1
C(

-4.5 I
o 0.1 0.2 0.3 0,4 0.5 0.6 07 0.8 0.9

Offered CLP=I Load

Fig. 4. Plot of Iog( C’LR L) versus offered CLP = 1 load under PBS for
.V = 9.1{ = 128, L = 100.S = 2000.CLR0 < 10–”. and /W = ().1()71.
( 1) 1{1 chosen for the CLP = I load controlled at P 1. (2) ~~1 = ~ (CLp =
I load uncontrolled).

with worst case K1 (i.e., the uncontrolled case), and for the
system with K1 chosen for each pl (i.e., the controlled case)’.
There is a marked improvement in CLR1 when the network is
dimensioned for controlled CLP = 1 load in this case since the
worst case K1 (corresponding to uncontrolled CLP = 1 traffic)
is equal to two. If we do not control CLP = 1 traffic, we are
forced to work with K1 = 2, no matter what the actual offered
CLP = 1 load. This gives us ridiculously high CLR1 (> 10-2)
for CLP = 1 loads of around 0.3.

Having appreciated the importance of controlled admission

of CLP = 1 traffic, we now turn to the problem of obtaining
engineering trade-off curves for CLP = O and CLP = 1 traffic.
We assume now that CLP = 1 traffic is controlled and is

given a QoS guarantee. The QoS again is in terms of the
CLR, CLR1 < ~1. Obviously, c1 z co. We compute the
maximum CLP = 1 throughput that can be handled for a given
CLP = O throughput, assuming that CLR requirements on both
the classes are respected. We camy out this computation as
follows: We first find PO~aX, the maximum CLP = O offered
load that provides a CL& = 10-9 in the absence of any
CLP = 1 load. Then we fix CLP = O traffic at PO (< PO ma,)

and CLP = 1 traffic at some pl and find K1 such that
CLh <6.: then we find CLR1. If this is greater than cl,
we reduce CLP = 1 load and redo the procedure. Obviously,
with a lower CLP = 1 traffic, CLR1 reduces not only because
the total offered load decreases but also because we now
can afford a larger K1 for the same CL& requirements.

‘The values were very nearly the same for both PBS and PBS + PO,
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For tixed /j,l, we repeat this till we find the maximum pl
such that CLR,, < F()and C’I.R I < r 1. This essentially involves
finding, for each fixed p,). curves like those shown in Fig. 3
(with CLP = I tmffic controlled), and then obtaining the
maximum value of pl (and Kl) for which C’LR1 = 10–4.
Call this pl ,,,,,. (p{}). The corresponding throughputs of the

two classes are lo (= ~~()(1 – (~1)) and VI ,,,,,X(IO). In Fig. 5,

we have plotted:1 m..(w) versus w for ~’IRo < l@ and
(‘1,1/, s I ()- ‘, The traffic parameters are the same as in
Figs. 2 and 3. Two sets of curves are shown, one for h’ = 6-I
and the other for K = 128. Observe that the performance of
PBS + PO is different from that of PBS only when the carried
CLP = O load is small, i,e., when K] is large.

The curves in Fig. 5 constitute an example of a set of

engineering trade-off curves that we have been seeking. From
these curves, one can determine how much of CLP = O traffic

needs to be “traded-off’ in order to be able to carry a certain
amount of CLP = 1 traffic. For instance, we can observe that
at p,] = O.(}!X;and K = 1’28.we can carry no CLP = 1 traffic,
whereas, when we reduce p[l to about 0.075, we can carry a
CLP = 1 traffic of about 0,7, such that CLR requirements on
both classes are met. Since the loss requirements on CLP =
I traffic are less stringent than that on CLP = O traffic, one
would often, though not always, expect that the increment of
CLP = I traffic that the network is able to carry, as a result
of the tmde-off. is greater than the corresponding decrement
in CLP = O traffic. as illustrated in our examples. Another
interesting observation is that these curves were concave in the
case we considered, implying that the trade-off has diminishing
returns. To illustrate, we consider (for K = 128) the increment
in CLP = I carrying capability when PO is reduced from
0.096 to 0.075. This is about 0.7. On the other hand, if we
further decrease IM from 0,075 to 0.055, the CLP = 1 carrying
capability increases by less than 0.2. We expect this to be
a common feature of such engineering curves. The convex
hull of the trade-off curve (i e., the region bounded by the
curve itself and the nonnegative coordinate axes) represents
the feasible region for the revenue maximization problem that
we consider next.

[n the next section, we consider the choice of an operating
point on the engineering curve and the quantification of the
gain derived by the network through using the CLP capability.
We formulate the problem of determining a “good” operating
point via a revenue maximization approach,

A large

been done

maximize.

w 5

111. REVENUE MAXIMIZATION

number of studies on the CLP capability have

using the network utilization as the criterion to

From a network standpoint, revenue is however
more important. Recalling that 70 and 71 are the carried loads
of CLP = O and CLP = 1 traffic (W)+-11 ~ 1. the normalized
output rate of the multiplexer). a natural form for the revenue
function is

R,,.l, (’11).71 ) = f)?o + ~VJ

where a/h represents the proportionality factor between what

the network charges for CLP = O traffic versus CLP = 1
traffic. Observe that, since CI,R{} is very small (say 10– TJ), we
can take 7(J = P(I, hence VI s 1 – po, and a > h, the maximum
revenue we can ever expect Is (a – h)p~ ,,,.. + h, where PO,,,,,J
is the maximum CLP = O load that can be earned through a
buffer of size K with the requested QoS level in the absence
of CLP = 1 traffic.

We normalize prices to the price of CLP = O; ie., we
take a, = 1. Then we find, for a given K, a given selective

discarding scheme and a given h (<a = 1), the maximum
revenue the network can obtain,

We now formulate the revenue maximization problem. The
first element of this problem is the curve ~ 1,,,aX (W)) like
the one displayed in Fig. 5, giving the maximum CLP =
1 throughput as a function of TO. Define ~ 1.,.X(0) = ~,
the maximum CLP = I load earned in the absence of
CLP = O load. Once we obtain the function -~1,,,a, (7o ), we
can determine the optimal operating point depending on the

economic model we have.
The next element of the formulation is the variation of

CLP = 1 demand with l). the CLP = 1 tariffz. We denote
this function by .rl (h); i.e., .rl (h) is the maximum possible
offered load of CLP = I when the price of CLP = I is h.
Since the CLR’S are very small (lo-~ or less), the carried
load is practically the same as the offered load; hence, we will
think of .r ~(b) as an achievable bound on the carried load of
CLP = 1.

In this paper, we consider the following form of J’, (b)

.rl(b) = ..!ll~–”

where {~ ~ 0. In economic terms, –~~ is called the elasticity of
demand with price. As maybe expected, demand for CLP = 1
service decreases with increasing price; the decrease is steeper
for larger (1. Observe that .4, is the CLP = 1 demand when

6 = a = 1, and reflects the fact that even though CLP = O
service is priced the same as CLP = 1 service, there is still
a CLP = 1 demand, because all CLP = 1 demand cannot be
satisfied by the CLP = O service. The point here is that all
the CLP = 1 demand cannot shift to CLP = O, as the network
cannot carry that much CLP = O traffic.

zStrictly speaking. we diso ought m consider the karimion of demand fnr
CLP = () service with o. but, since ‘,IJ,,,,, Y i$ very $mall for bursty CLP =
O traffic, we expect the demand of UP = 0 mffic to be always more than

-1011}.L.
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TABLE I
MAXIMUM REVENUE AND OPTIMUMPOINT FOR VARIOUSb (n = 0): CASE (i):

.Y=6, L =40, S= 1000. K = 126..-t I ~fi Cm(ii):X =6. L> O. S=O. K =126

Case (i), PBS Case (i), PBS+PO Case (ii), PBS
a=l .0 R“ PO PI KI R“ PI KI ~ Pa ~ KI

b=O 0.096 0.096 0 0 0.096 0.096 0 0 0.94 0.94 0 0
b=O.05 0.111 0.081 0.6 53 0.111 0.081 0.6 53 0.94 0.94 0 0

b=O.1 0.15 0.075 0.72 76 0.15 0.062 0.87 125 0.94 0.94 0 0

b=O.015 0.19 0.062 0.84 99 0.19 0.062 0.87 125 0.94 0.94 0 0
b=O.2 0.23 0.062 0.84 99 0.24 0.062 0.87 125 0.94 0.94 0 0
b=O.25 0.27 0.049 0.9 114 0.28 0.062 0.87 125 0.94 0.94 0 0
b=O.3 0.32 0.049 0.9 114 0.33 0.049 0.92 128 0.94 0.94 0 0
b=O.4 0.41 0.049 0.9 114 0.42 0.049 0.92 128 0.94 0.94 0 0
b=O.5 0.5 0.049 0.9 114 0.51 0.049 0.92 128 0.94 0.94 0 0
b=O.7 0.69 0 0.98 128 0.69 0.049 0.92 128 0.94 0.94 0 0
b=O.9 0.88 0 0.98 128 0.88 0 0.98 128 0.95 0.77 0.20 120

b=l.O 0,98 0 0.98 128 0.98 0 0.98 128 0.98 0 0.98 128

Whh the above elements, the revenue maximization problem
becomes

Several cases of the CLP = 1 demand constraint can arise.

1) Case 1: xl(b) = Al (i.e., a = O) and AI > m.

2) Cuse 1’: xl(h) = Al and Al <z.
3) Case 2: xl(b) = Alb-112 (i.e., elasticity = 1/2) and

Al <~.
4) Case 3: xl(b) = A16–2 (i.e., elasticity = 2) and

Al <~,

5) Case 4:0 >0, A1 z ~.

Observe that Cases 1 and 4 correspond to no demand
constraint on the problem; the network will get as much CLP
= 1 traffic as it wants. Case 1’ yields a price independent
CLP = 1 demand less than the maximum CLP = 1 traffic
that can be carried. Cases 2 and 3 correspond to the situation
where demand for CLP = 1 service decreases with price (more
steeply for m = 2), and for 6 = a = 1, the demand is less than
the maximum CLP = 1 load that the network can carry.

For the parameters as in Figs. 1–3 and 5, Fig. 6 shows
revenue optimization results for the CLP = 1 demand curve
of Case 1 (& = O); the optimal revenue (denoted by R*)

is plotted versus the CLP = 1 price b. These curves should
be understood in the light of the following discussion. Note
that the revenue optimization problem is that of maximizing
a linear objective function over a convex constraint set. For
small b, the slope of the objective function is larger than
the slope of T1 ,nw(To) at (-y. = TO~aX, T1 = O); hence, as
6 increases from zero, initially the operating point stays at

(’YO= 70 ,~~, ‘Y1= O); for further increase in b the operating
point moves up the engineering curve with -yO>0 and 71>0.

If o, = O and Al > z (Case 1), the demand constraint is
never operative, and, as b increases, finally there is a value of
b beyond which the operating point is (-yo = 0, TI = ~), and
then the optimal revenue increases linearly with b. If o = Oand
Al < ~ (Case l’), for large enough b the operating point “gets
stuck” at (-y;~,aX(Al ), Al ), and the optimal revenue increases

1
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Fig. 6. Plot of maximum revenue Ii” versus CLP = 1 price, b for the case
n = O with 1~-= 128. .V = 6.L = 40. S = 1000. a = 1. and .-I I ~ =.
(1) PBS and (2) PBS + PO.

linearly with 6 beyond this point. Thus, for a = O, the revenue
is always maximized for b = 1.

From Fig. 6, we observe that for every b the revenue is
very close to the bound (a – b)po mm + b that we obtained

earlier. Table I gives the optimum operating point (in terms of
offered loads) and the corresponding revenue for two cases, as
a function of b (again, with a = 1). Case (i) is for the traffic
parameters in Fig. 6. Observe that the operating points for the
same b can be considerably different for PBS and PBS + PO.
Case (ii) is for a source that is always in Phase 1 (i.e., both
CLP = O and CLP = 1 per-input link traffic is Bernoulli and
hence, nonbursty). In this case, there is not much improvement
in the revenue due to an increase in b. This is because CLP =
O traffic is not bursty in this case.

The gain in revenue due to introducing CLP = 1 traffic
depends on the values of a and b. If a is not much greater
than b, our operating point has a high pl and PO< POma.
and there is an appreciable improvement in the revenue when
compared with single-class operation. Observe this in Table L
(Sometimes this gain could be even greater than that obtained

by increasing the buffer size without adding CLP = 1 traffic;
for example, Fig. 5 shows that if K is increased from 64
to 128, the increase in To ~.. is only from 0.072 to 0.096.
A better improvement could probably be achieved through
using the CLP capability.) On the other hand, if the ratio
a/b is very large, the operating point has a very low PI and

Po = POmax J and we might not be able to gain much in
revenue by introducing CLP = 1 cells.
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Furthermore. from Fig. 6 as well m Table I, it is clear that
the total revenue obtained using the PBS scheme is nearly the
same as that obtained using PBS + PO, hence, PBS, being
simpler to implement, should be preferred.

Recall that Fig. 6 is for the demand-price function with
~~ = [) and .4, ~ ~, If we do the same optimization problem

with demand curves 0.’2/)–l/z and 0.2/~-z, we get the optimal
revenue curves, R*. in Fig. 7; also shown are the values of ~()
at the optimal operating point for each l),

As explained above, for b = (), the operating point is at
(-f,) = ?(I ,11.,X.71 = ()) and the demand constraint is not
operative. As h increases. the operating point moves up along

the engineering curve (and behaves just like for o = 0 in

Fig. 6) unti 1 the demand constraint becomes operative. This
happens at l) = (}.1 for (Y= 1/2 and at l) = (),-M for ~r = 2,
in our example (Fig. 7), Beyond this value of b. the demand
for CLP = I further reduces and the operating point retraces
its path along the engineering curve. For n <1, analysis has
shown that the revenue will continue to increase, and when
(t > 1. the revenue may decrease after a point; it can be argued

that for ~~> 1. and for very burst y CLP = O traffic, the revenue
will be optimized for h < 1.

We observe from Fig. 7 that, unlike in Fig. 6, the carried

CLP = O load at the revenue maximizing operating points is
a substantial fraction of ~(1, This is because in order for the
revenue to be maximized for small values of TO the value of
h has to be large, but for large b the demand for CLP = 1

also reduces. Furthermore, there is significant improvement in
network revenue if CLP = 1 service is introduced provided it is
priced correctly and the network is appropriately engineered.
Finally, we note that this formulation yields nondegenerate
results (in general) as the operating point is quite sensitive to

the demand versus price function for CLP = 1 traffic; as per
Fig. 7, for .), (/)) = ().21J-*Z, the optimal operating point is
(M = ().()!]:].~1 = 0,2), whereas, for r,(h) = 0.21J-2. the
optimal operating point is (~1) = 0.0491.71 = 0.!1).

form a~o + ho 1. where -y[)and ~1 are the carried loads of the

CLP = O and CLP = I traffic.
If the multiplexer is engineered for uncontrolled CLP = 1

traffic without QoS constraints then the PBS limit Ii’l has to
be set for the worst case. Then CLP = 1 cell loss ratio is very
poor and it would be expected that o/h is large. In this case,
there is no appreciable revenue gain in adding CLP = I traffic,
On the other hand, if CLP = 1 traffic obeys a traffic contract,

and demands a QoS (CI.R 1 >> CI.R(, ) then it can be expected
that a/b is not too large and some CLP = O load can be traded

off for carrying CLP = 1 load, resulting in an overall increase
in revenue, We have demonstrated this using a simple demand
versus price formulation for CLP = I traffic. We find that the
optimal operating point for the network is quite sensitive to the
form of the demand versus price function for CLP = 1 traffic.

We have provided the CLP = O versus CLP = 1 trade-
off curves, which, in conjunction with more sophisticated
economic models, can be used to determine optimal network
operating points,

APPENDIX A

THE ARRIVAL PROCESS

We considered a simple model for cell arrivals, that cap-
tures the bursty nature of the cell arrival process. The ATM
multiplexer (or the output queue of an ATM switch) receives
cells from N independent ATM links. We model the arrivals

from each link as a two-phase Markov modulated Bernoulli
process (MMBP), and refer to these component processes as
“substreams. ”

Let T denote the cell transmission time on the output link.
We observe the arrival and queue length processes at the
epochs t,, = 71T. n = O. 1, 2 . . . . . which are potential service
completion epochs of a cell at the queue. Phase changes in the
arrival process occur at t: and cell arrivals (governed by the
phase at t:) occur over the interval (t,,. t~ + J].

Furthermore, let 1,,,, denote tbe phase of the arrival process
on substream i at t,,, i.e., I,,,, is the phase that governs the

arrivals from the stream i in the interval (tn_1.t,,].(I,,.E f).1
fern = 0. 1.2.. and i = 1.2. .. N). Werefer to the
two phases as Phase O and Phase 1. {1,,,, } is a discrete
time Markov chain (DTMC ) on the state space {(). 1}, with
transition probabilities

Prol)(l,.,l+l = ll~,,r)= 0) = 1 – Pmh(l,.r, +l = 011,.,, = 0)

=1–n

Prot~(l,,,l+~ =011,,,, = 1) = 1 – Prol)(l,.r, ~l= 111,.,, = 1)

=1–/j.

W. CONCLUSION So Phase O (respectively Phase 1) has a length which is geo-
We have studied the efficacy of using the CLP bit to metrically distributed with mean S’ = 1/(1 – w) (respectively

carry traffic streams with differential QoS requirements, in L = 1/(1 – $)).
an attempt to maximize network revenue. A single ATM The arrivals on each substream may be of CLP = O or
multiplexer with PBS or PBS + PO is studied as a test case. CLP = 1 type. We denote the number of CLP = O and CLP =
The revenue is quantified by a linear revenue function of the 1 cell arrivals on substream i in (t,, _ 1. t,, ] by .Io,,.,, and .)1.,,,,,
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respectively. The cell arrival probabilities for each class are

J?rotj(.lo, i,,, = 1/1,,,, = 1) = 1 – ProlJ(.J3,,,, = O11,.,, = 1)

=plul

Prob(.lo,;,,, = Illj,)t = 0) = 1 – Prob(.lo,i,,, = ol~i,~ = 0)

= pouo

PIX)I)(.ll,l,,l = Ill,,rt = 0) = 1 – Prob(-ll. i,,l = ol~i,,t = 0)

=p(J(l – 00)

Prob(.ll,,,,, = lllj,,, = 1)=1 –F’rob(Jl. i.,, =ol~i,,, = 1)

=pl(l–al)

,Jl,t. rl x ‘O,i,n‘0

Let A,l (respectively @,, )denotethe number of CLP= O

(respectively CLP= l)arrivals in(tn_l, t.~andlet Y,l denote
the number of input lines that are in Phase I during (t,,–1,tn].

It follows that
,~

A,, = ~ Jo,i,r,
1=1

Y,, = ‘&i,..
i=l

It is clear that {Y,, } is a DTMC, with state space
{O!l,.. fv}.

APPENDIX B

ANALYSIS OF PARTIAL BUFFER SHARING

Let X,, be the number of cells in the queue at t,,. This

number includes the cell (if any) that is being transmitted in
(f,,. t,,+ I ). Furthermore, a cell that arrives in (t,,, t,,+,] cannot
go into service before tn+l.We assume that a cell cannot

occupy the head of line position in the queue unless it is being
transmitted. We also assume that if X,, < K’1, the CLP = O and
CLP = 1 arrivals in (tn, % + 1] are treated impartially (as many
of them are accepted as the overall buffer permits) whereas
when X,, z K1, no CLP = 1 arrival in (t., t,, +l] is accepted.

Hence

X,, +~ = nlin[K – 1, {X,, – 1}+ +An+l +~r,+l x ~(.Y,l<A’l)l

{(Xn. Y,, )} is a DTMC. The DTMC has a state space of

cardinality Kx (IV+ l); (X,, takes values in {O. 1,. ~.K– 1}
and Y,, takes values in {O, 1, ... . IV}). The single-step
transition matrix of the DTMC is, therefore, a square matrix
of size K(N+l). We index the state space {(0.0), (O, 1), . . . .
(O, N), (l, O). . ..(K.0).(K.l), . ..(K.N)} in lexico-
graphic order. The transition probability matrix F’ can be

partitioned into K2 square matrices each being of size (N+ 1).
Considering this block-partitioned matrix, the block (i, j)
corresponds to all transitions from (i, V1) to (j, yz ).

Let G~, kE {1,2... . N} be a family of matrices whose

elements are given by:

Let .4~.. k E {1,2.. . . N} be a family of matrices whose

elements are given by

/A~]i,j = Prob(A,,+~ = k. Y,,+l = jll”,, = i).

Then the transition probability matrix of the DTMC
{(X,,. Y,,)} is given by

[

Go G1 . . . GK, -l . . . . . GK_l,o

Go Gl . . GK, _, . . . . . GK-l,l

O Go . . . GK, -2 . . . . . GK-1,2
. . . . .

r= ;: O::::. . . Go . . . GK_l,K1_l

o . . . . . . 0 .40 . ,4~-~,fi,

I . . . .. . . .. . .

where

N

GK-l,l = ~ Gj
j=ti-i

A~-li = z ‘J
,=K–,

Likewise, we also partition the eigenvector T that solves
n = mP, into K vectors each of length N + 1. We refer to
the ith vector in this partition of T as m;,

We solve for the stationary probability vector n that satisfies
m = TF’ using the block Gauss-elimination (BGE) technique.
In Gauss-elimination, we solve for vector ~ that satisfies ~ =
zR, where R is a matrix, by successively eliminating elements
of z (see [7]). In BGE (also see [10]), we eliminate the

segments Ti, starting with TK. Using probabilistic arguments,
we can show that this method is stable.

We then construct the matrices H( m. 1). O < m <1 < N,

whose elements are given by

SO, [ff(m, 1)]~,j is the probability that j substreams are in
Phase 1 during (tn,tn+l) and there are 1 cell arrivals in this
interval, of which m are of type CLP = O, conditioned on i
substreams being in Phase 1 during the interval (t,, – 1. tn ).

Computation of CLm and CLR1

We have two cases to consider: 1) KI + N > K and 2)
K1+Ns K.

Case 1: Here, we need the matrices H (m, n) which corre-
spond to the probability of having m CLP = O arrivals in a
total of n arrivals in one slot. We also need to know the class
of the cell in each of the n positions within the batch. Here,
we assume that the position of a cell arriving in a batch of
size n, is uniformly drawn from values 1 to n, irrespective of
the class of the cell. Then, we calculate E, the rate of blocked
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CLP = O cells as follows:

1<–1 ,Y

,= [\”, ,–[\”+]–d

where ~ denotes a column vector of all I ‘s.

Case 2: Here, the computation is much simpler. We need
to know only the matrices .!,, cm-responding to the probability
of t) w-rivals of CLP = O cells in one slot. The rate of blocked
CLP = O cells is given by

/—Ii-- .Y+=I\”+l”tl —t

Once we know F. the throughput of CLP = O cells is given

by P() – :. The throughput of CLP = O+ CLP = 1 cells is

simply I – rt~ 1. Hence, we can compute the loss rates of
both streams.

APPENDIX C

ANALYSIS OF PBS + PO

It is obvious that the process of total number of cells in
the system (CLP = O or CLP = I ) does not change if PO

is introduced (see also [9]). Hence. the stationary probability
vector ~ for the total queue length is the same as with pure
PBS. Further. the (era/ cell loss process (process of lost CLP =
() and CLP = 1 cells) also does not change. Since we already
have the total rate of cell loss from the “pure” PBS analysis,
it suffices to compute the cell loss mte of one of the classes
with PBS + PO.

Define J,, as the state of the queue at epoch t,,. n 21. The
state here comprises the following:

I ) the number of cells in the queue;
2) the class of each cell in each position in the queue, i.e.,

CLP = oorCLP = 1;
3) the details of the batch of cells that arrived in (t,, _l. t~]

(number of cells that arrived and class of each cell);
4) the phase of the arrival process.

Clearly, {\,, } is a DTMC. Assume that we have the
stationary version of the DTMC. Let ~ = (~o. y 1.. . .) be
a sample path of this DTMC. Let @(,~?~,1,, + 1. ~ ~) denote the

number of CLP = 1 cells that arrived in (t,,. t,, +1] that leave

the system after getting successfully served. It is clear that this
is just a function of (~,,.~r,~l..).

We wish to compute

as this is the rate of successfully served CLP = I cells, i.e.,
the CLP = I throughput.

But {1,, } is a stationary, ergodic process and therefore, by
Birkhoffs strong ergodic theorem (see [4]), the above limit
exists, and = E’,,[@(%o. ~ 1.. .)] w.p. 1, where v denotes the
stationary law of the process {y,, }: note that, as observed

at the beginning of this section, the marginal distribution of
(X. Y) under v is just the m in Appendix B.

Recall that the last CLP = I cell in the queue gets pushed
out. Consider the arriving batch of cells, and view them as a
sequence of arrivals each with a class indicator. Consider a
CLP = 1 cell in this batch of arrivals. After this batch joins
the end of the queue, whether or not this CLP = I cell gets
eventually served depends only on the following:

I) its position, say i in the queue (the classes of cells in

front of it does not matter):
2) the number of CLP = O cells, say n, behind this CLP

= I cell;
3) the phase of the arrival process.

We now turn to the computation of Ef, ( u(I,,. %1. )).
From Observation 1) above, and with a slight abuse of
notation, we have

O’(X().X1.Y2.”’”) = ~,’((’~ll.~i)).xl. k~. ”’”).

Define X(i) as a column vector whose ,jth component is

i.e., [x( i )]J ) is the expected number of CLP = 1 cells arriving
in (O. 1] that leave the system after getting successfully served
if, at time zero, there are i cells in the buffer and j of the

arrival processes are in Phase 1.
As observed earlier, under the stationary law for {y,, }

induced by v. ( -Y(,,l;, ) has the probability measure n. It
follows that

E,,(v’(k(,.11.”””)) = ~7T(i..;)[x(i)],.
(,.J)

Let S( i. Tt. In) = f’r(JIJIC’1,1’ = 1 cell in position i in the

queue, with n CLP = O cells behind it, and arrival process in
phase r~l, eventually gets served].

We can compute .s(i. ?~.Tn ) recursively using the following
algorithm. The cell in the service position cannot be pushed
out, it follows that for o s n < K – 1. () s 7/t s
N. S( 1. n. m ) = 1. Furthermore, recalling the definition of the
CLP = O arrival matrices .4,. (defined in Appendix B), it is
clear that for2~i<K. ()<rl <A’-iando~r~}<.V

[1,1Il(,Y, l\’–(, )+/J)

.s(i. n. m) = ~ [lr]rrl,rs(i- l.rr + r-l).

Define, for 1 < i < K.() < n < K – i, vectors ,$(i. II)
whose kth component is S( i. H. k).

Then, it is easily seen that

T’=1 ,,=1 l–l ,,n /
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Owing to our assumption that cells arriving in a service slot
cannot occupy the service position in that slot (even if the
server is idle)

x(o) = x(l).

Hence, using the notation introduced in Appendix B, we finally
get

K,+IV-2

&l*(’t/~(Xf).X~.. )) = ~ 7t_i . Z(i) +71_~Z(l)
1

which yields the CLP = 1 throughput. As discussed earlier,

we can obtain, from this, the individual CLP = O and CLP =
1 cell loss ratios.
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